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Public Opinion Survey, Comments and Outreach 



RTP 2030 Public Comments and Responses
Submitted by Comment Response

Public Developer fees should cover transportation improvements
Public Public transit not convenient for suburb to suburb trips. Short trips take a long time because 

transit users must travel to Wilmington and transfer. Also, lack of Sunday service a concern
WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot increase transit 
service. However, WILMAPCO will convey these concerns to the Delaware 
Transit Corporation and work with DTC towards any warranted service 
improvements. Sunday transit service continues to be a primary need for this 
region. 

Jeane White, Newark Opposed to advertising on Bus shelters WILMAPCO's RTP 2030 contains innovative recommendations to raise 
funding for transit services, including the use of advertising on buses, 
shelters or fare media. We will convey your concern over this issue to DTC 
for their consideration.

NCC Civic League Comments included:
·        Concern raised about lack of funding when toll revenue is so high Toll revenue has increased in recent years, however transportation trust fund 

revenue as a whole, has not kept pace with inflation for completing 
transportation projects.

·        Plan needs more transit Transit funding remains a high priority on the aspirations list in the RTP. The 
RTP recommends alternative funding mechanisms for transit and hope that 
these will be implemented.

·        Plan needs to focus on regional routes and highways I-95 widening is in the constrained RTP, however many other regional 
expansion projects remain unfunded and on the aspirations list.

·        Light rail should be funded No plans currently exist for light rail in the region, however improvements to 
commuter rail between Newark and Wilmington are funded; additional 
commuter  rail is on the aspirations list.

·        Plan does not meet our needs and should be started over from scratch The RTP was approved March 22, 2007. However, we are looking for ways 
to improve it in future updates which occur every four years.

·        Plan should include comparison of our region’s congestion and comparisons in other 
areas

This analysis was not completed as part of the RTP, but may be completed 
as part of the WILMAPCO Data Report series. We do complete annual 
analysis of congestion through the CMS report.

·        All development should be stopped WILMAPCO is a transportation planning and coordinating agency and has no 
approval authority over land development. 

·        All transportation projects should be stopped Transportation is vital to our safety, economy and quality of life. WILMAPCO 
believes that priority transportation projects which support regional goals 
should be encouraged.

Newark Council Greater coordination with growth in Cecil County needed Through the BRAC planning process, WILMAPCO will be working to identify 
transportation improvements needed as a result of growth in Maryland and 
associated residential growth in NCC. We will be working with the BRAC 
coordinator, New Castle County and municipalities to develop an Action Plan 
to prepare for the impact of BRAC

Municipal street aid is not enough to meet City needs We agree that municipal street aid funds have not kept pace with the rapidly 
increasing cost of maintaining the transportation system. As part of the 
"maintenance first" policy, the RTP recommends increasing aid for municipal 
street maintenance. While many local roads do not qualify for federal funding,
increasing use of federal funds for arterials and collectors will free up state 
transportation dollars for local preservation.

Townsend Council Would like to know how citizens go about nominating projects for study/construction The public are always encouraged to submit their traffic concerns. If you have
a suggestion for a roadway, transit, bicycle or pedestrian improvement, you 
can submit it on our website directly to WILMAPCO (see our homepage for 
details). We take these suggestions and submit them as ideas for study 
consideration. You can also attend one of our TAC or Council meetings and 
make a suggestion there.

Town of Elkton Did not support the widening of I-95 from the DE Line to the Susquehanna River Project The additional lanes and interchange improvements on I-95 in Cecil County 
will not be needed for about ten years. While there now is little or no weekday
peak period congestion on this section of I-95, the facility currently 
experiences congestion and significant degradation of level service during 
holidays and on most summer weekends. It is projected that by 2015 
congestion will be experienced during commuting periods if  additional 
capacity is not added.
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Would like to investigate the possibility of having a monorail along the I-95 stretch, through 
Cecil Co. A monorail or any other type of fixed guideway transit service would not serve

the origins and/or destinations of travelers using I-95. A license plate survey 
indicated that 65% of the vehicles crossing the Maryland/Delaware State line 
were not registered in Maryland or Delaware. Public transportation would not 
serve this interstate travel and would not preclude the need for additional 
highway capacity. A fixed guideway transit system would require an extensive
feeder system and stations. Also Monorails while effective for downtown 
distribution, shuttle systems or amusement parks remain unproven in a 
public transportation environment.

Chesapeake City Planning Commission Would like a stop sign installed at the intersection of 2nd Street and Bohemia Ave.

State Highway Administration’s (SHA) District 2 Office has review the 
proposal for a stop sign at 2nd Street and Bohemia Avenue and found it is not 
warranted.  The Chesapeake City Planning Commission should contact 
District 2 Office if they wish to further discuss the issue.  The District 2 Office 
can be reached at 410-778-3061 or toll-free at 800-637-9740.  

Would like technical assistance from WILMAPCO on traffic circulation study in the area of 
Route 213 and Route 285

The MD 213 corridor from US 40 in Elkton to MD 285 in Chesapeake City is 
planned to be dualized in the Highway Needs Inventory (HNI).  The HNI is 
SHA’s long range planning document developed in cooperation with the 
County.  Inclusion of a project in the HNI is recognition of future need, but 
does not represent a funding commitment.  There is no timeframe implied for 
implementing projects included in the HNI.  The Chesapeake and Delaware 
(C&D) Canal Bridge itself is owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  No
major improvements to MD 213 south of the C&D Canal Bridge are currently 
anticipated.  The Town of Cecilton should contact State Highway 
Administration’s District 2 Office concerning their interest in operational 
improvements on MD 213 within Cecilton.  They can be reached at 410-778-
3061 or toll-free at 800-637-9740.

Would like to see the commuter rail gap between Perryville and Newark closed
The Maryland Transit Administration in conjunction with state and local 
elected officials is currently studying the feasibility of extending Maryland Rail 
Commuter Service (MARC) beyond its terminus in Perryville. The Track “A” 
Extension Feasibility  Study completed by WILMAPCO and Cecil County in 
2005 is the basis for discussions and analysis.

Would like to investigate the possibility of direct bus service between Perryville and Newark
The Maryland Transit Administration has recently agreed to once again 
subsidize a portion of the operating costs of the Route 65 Bus (Newark to 
Elkton Service). It is hoped that service will continue. Although not a direct 
route riders can transfer in Elkton to “The BUS” and travel to Perryville or 
Peoples Plaza in Glasgow, Delaware. At this time there is not ridership 
potential to justify a direct route Between Newark and Perryville.

NCC Land Use Committee One Councilperson felt that too much money was being spent on bike/ped improvements, 
when very few people use that mode

Only a small portion of funds go to projects addressing bike/pedestrian 
improvements exclusively. For example, of the funding in the FY2008-2011 
TIP, only 1 percent goes to bike/pedestrian projects. Additional funds, 
however go to bike/pedestrian improvements as part of multimodal projects 
or use of community transportation funds or municipal street aid.

Need to address the traffic relief issue in the Dobbinsville/SR 9 area with the understanding 
that the City of New Castle does not want their streets congested  

The TIP includes funds to address floor mitigation on Route 9 near 
Dobbinsville. No additional projects in this area are planned.

A number of projects have been in the “books” for many years.  Would like to see immediate 
concerns, or quick-fixes, addressed while we wait for long-term 
improvements/solutions/funding for an area  

With limited funding available, safety and preservation concerns will take 
much of the available money. The RTP also recommends the expanded use 
of Inteligent Transportation Systems (ITS) to improve traffic flow using 
technoligy.

In light of the financial crisis we are faced with, there are a number of intersection 
improvements that could be implemented immediately.  Is someone working on the planning to 
fix immediate needs of the community?
Need a multimodal transportation system in NCC. The RTP promotes the expansion of travel choices and complete streets 

within our urbanized area
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Town of Rising Sun Municipalities do not have money to maintain their road network

Would like to get adequate municipal street aid from the State 
A $5 toll is collected in Cecil County and yet locals do not see those dollars spent on their 
community roadways

Wilmington Renaissance Corporation Does not agree with Demographic Projections for City of Wilmington. WILMAPCO's demographic projections are based on the statewide 
population projections developed by the Delaware Population Consortium. 
WILMAPCO's Demographics and Data Subcommittee meets each year to 
develop demographic projections for municipalities within the region. 
WILMAPCO will work with representatives from the municipalities and any 
data that they supply to develop defensible projections for the region. 

Feels that as Wilmington is a Center on the TIA Map, there should be more funded projects on 
the Constrained List.

With limited funding available, many community's top needs are on the 
aspirations list.  

Wilmington Public Works & Transportation Committee Does not agree with Demographic Projections for City of Wilmington. WILMAPCO's demographic projections are based on the statewide 
population projections developed by the Delaware Population Consortium. 
WILMAPCO's Demographics and Data Subcommittee meets each year to 
develop demographic projections for municipalities within the region. 
WILMAPCO will work with representatives from the municipalities and any 
data that they supply to develop defensible projections for the region. 

Supports re-investment of resources into Centers and Core of TIA. Would like to see more 
transit investment in City; need to reduce peak-hour congestion on streets. Current level of 
transit service (trip frequency and service span) are insufficient, which results in under-utilized 
Park & Rides and half-empty buses.

WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot increase transit 
service levels. However, transit funding remains a high priority on the 
aspirations list in the RTP. The RTP recommends alternative funding 
mechanisms for transit and hope that these will be implemented.

Town of North East Would like schedule and traffic management plan for the Delaware I-95 widening project A flyer with this information was sent to all municipalities.
New Castle City Council and Planning Committees Disappointed by the amount of proposed projects in the City; felt they did not get their fair share

of the transportation funding 

The City has been promised that improvements will be forthcoming for a long time; projects are
pushed back again and again
While improvements in other communities such as in Hockessin have been implemented those 
in the City have not been 
Would recommend changing signal timing on SR 41/SR 273 We will share this idea with DelDOT.
City council members are unable to get traffic counts from DelDOT Traffic count information for state roads is available on DelDOT's web site.  In

addition WILMAPCO staff sent traffic counts to the City.
There were a number of meetings with DelDOT regarding the SR 9 improvements and the 
community agreed on a concept plan for implementation.  However, the City has not heard 
from DelDOT in a while and has become frustrated by lack of progress.

With limited funds, work on Route 9 has been delayed.

Members wondered why the majority of the projects in the area had 100% state funding. They 
would like to explore the possibility of FHWA funding with state matches for those projects.

The RTP recommends using federal funds for eligible projects.

Odessa Town Council Council expressed inconsistency with the maintenance first policy of the Plan while new 
expansion projects were being funded elsewhere (such as Bayberry).  Because of this, they 
wondered how much sway WILMAPCO really has on DelDOT's process. 

While WILMAPCO advocates a maintenance first policy we are a planning 
agency, we don't implement the suggestions we receive. We facilitate the 
dialogue among the implementing agencies and the public. We make sure 
the public's voices are heard.

Specifically, Council was not pleased that the "U.S. 13, Odessa Transportation Plan" project 
still has no funding.  They said the project had funding in the past, but that DelDOT removed it 
for undisclosed reasons. 

Since WILMAPCO is not the implementing agency it does not have direct 
control over the funding of projects.  The project is listed in the aspirations list 
to be funded as additional funding becomes available.

How much weight do WILMAPCO plans really have? While WILMAPCO advocates a maintenance first policy we are a planning 
agency, we don't implement the suggestions we receive. We facilitate the 
dialogue among the implementing agencies and the public. We make sure 
the public's voices are heard. In terms of influence, all federally funded 
projects must be listed in the approved TIP.  

What happened to $1,000,000 in funding for Rt. 13 improvements? Since WILMAPCO is not the implementing agency it does not have direct 
control over the funding of projects.  The project is listed in the aspirations list 
to be funded as additional funding becomes available.

The Maryland Transportation Authority (MdTA) was established by State 
legislation in 1971 as the agency responsible for constructing and 
maintaining the state’s toll facilities. There are now seven toll facilities in 
Maryland that have been constructed and are maintained through the sale of 
revenue bonds and tolls. The legislation that created the MdTA and the 
compact with the bond holders requires that all toll revenue collected on 
these facilities be used for debt service on the bonds and for maintenance of 
these facilities. Other funds are available for state and local road 
maintenance including highway user revenue funds.

With limited funding available, many community's top needs are on the 
aspirations list. The RTP recommends using federal funds where possible to 
increase state money available for municipal street aid. 
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Perryville Town The parking lot at the Perryville Train Station is over flowing.  Limited parking space is causing 

a problem for the town police where they continuously enforcing parking in the Town’s streets.

Members support closing the commuter rail gap between Perryville and Wilmington; however, 
they felt that addressing the immediate parking problem should be a priority in the short term.

The Town would like to get help from WILMAPCO and the State on the parking problem at the 
train station.
A bill has been introduced in the Maryland legislation that would make Maryland adopt similar 
air quality standards as California by 2011.  The Town supports this legislation and encourages
WILMAPCO to do the same as it implements the RTP goals and objectives.

The Clean Car Bill requiring that new cars sold in Maryland meet California 
Emissions Standards by 2011 was passed by the General Assembly and 
signed by the Governor.

Members support moving the toll booth closer to the Delaware State line.  They also support 
consolidating the tolls between Maryland and Delaware and sharing the revenue. The prospect of relocating and/or combining the Maryland and Delaware Toll 

Plazas has been previously studied and rejected for a variety of reasons 
including toll evasion and diversion and issues relating to the division of 
revenue. The current location just north of the Susquehanna River is ideal 
because the river provides a natural barrier to toll evasion and the related 
impact on the local road system. However the MdTA is now reassessing the 
previous study and is considering several other options.

Members were disappointed not to see construction funding for the long term improvements to 
the Hatem Bridge in the constrained RTP.  As for the short term bridge improvements, 
members were unhappy to learn that these improvements have also been delayed. 

In late 2007, MdTA will be re-decking the Hatem Bridge.  The project is 
expected to last three years with little or no destructions to the community.

7-40 Alliance Member sees DART buses traveling along US 40 half full, or less than that. Can DART use 
smaller buses? What can be done to get more people onto the buses?

WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot implement 
operational changes within the transit system. However, WILMAPCO will 
convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with 
DTC towards any warranted service improvements and increased public 
outreach.

There are very few Park & Rides along the US 40 corridor. There is an unfunded statewide project to add new park and ride spaces to 
express bus stops on WILMAPCO's Aspirations List. WILMAPCO is not an 
implementing agency, and so cannot increase transit service levels or the 
funding for such. However, WILMAPCO will convey these concerns to the 
Delaware Transit Corporation and work with DTC towards any warranted 
service improvements.

Why isn't there a transit service between Delaware and Philadelphia International Airport? The 
SEPTA R2 takes you past the airport to Downtown, where you have to transfer to the R1 to get 
to the airport. Could there be a bus service put in place?

WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot alter current 
operations or increase transit service levels. However, WILMAPCO will 
convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with 
DTC towards any warranted service improvements to fill this need.

We need SEPTA service south of Wilmington on Saturdays and Sundays. Night service should 
also be in place.

There are unfunded projects on WILMAPCO's Aspirations List to both 
weekend rail service and additional weekday trains to Newark. WILMAPCO 
is not an implementing agency, and so cannot increase transit service levels 
or the funding for such. However, WILMAPCO will convey these concerns to 
the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with DTC towards any warranted 
service improvements.

DelDOT/DTC should explore a rail service to the Delaware Beaches from New Castle County. WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot implement new 
transit service. However, WILMAPCO will convey these concerns to the 
Delaware Transit Corporation and work with DTC towards any warranted 
service improvements.

There are no TIP projects for the western part of the US 40 corridor. This is the fastest growing 
part of the area, in Maryland and Delaware, and these projects need to be funded.

There are unfunded US-40 projects on WILMAPCO's Aspirations List. Since 
WILMAPCO is not the implementing agency it does not have direct control 
over the funding of projects. We facilitate the dialogue among the 
implementing agencies and the public. We make sure the public's voices are 
heard.

Will WILMAPCO respond to everyone who submits a comment about the RTP or TIP? WILMAPCO will publish all comments received on the RTP as an appendix 
to the document. The appendix will include a response to each comment. 
Comments regarding operations and implementation will also be conveyed to 
the appropriate agency.

 The parking issue at Perryville has been recognized and the Maryland 
Transit Administration is considering options.
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How much weight do WILMAPCO plans really have? How does WILMAPCO convey the 
public's priorities to DelDOT and the State Legislators, and what will make them listen?

WILMAPCO is a planning agency, and as such we don't implement the 
suggestions we receive. We facilitate the dialogue among the implementing 
agencies and the public. We make sure the public's voices are heard. In 
terms of influence, all federally funded projects must be listed in the approved
TIP, so WILMAPCO is involved in the prioritization process.

League of Women Voters of New Castle County

WILMAPCO’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) presents laudable goals for Efficient 
Transport of  People.  The rationale supporting the action steps is clearly set forth.  Why, then 
do we continue to see in the TIP the huge imbalance of resources gong to facilitate automobile 
travel?  The League of Women Voters urges that the TIP stop nibbling at the problem and take 
the difficult steps to reallocate resources in order to do what is needed to make this county truly
multi-modal.

WILMAPCO will continue to work to use our prioritization process to select 
projects based on the goals of the RTP.

Town of Elsmere The council had a question about how the WILMAPCO council members are selected and the 
length of their term.  

The WILMAPCO Council consists of six Delaware members and three 
Maryland members; four represent the state level while five are local 
representatives. The Council is made up of public agencies and Council 
members are appointed by these agencies. 

Council raised some concerns about the deterioration of local roads (2nd and Forest Ave) and 
their lack of funding to fix them

Since WILMAPCO is not the implementing agency it does not have direct 
control over the funding of projects.  Non-regionally significant projects are 
the responsibility of towns and are not found in the WILMAPCO RTP.  

Council asked why the City of New Castle had three projects on the RTP Constrained list, while
Elsmere only had one.  They asked if the fact that New Castle's mayor serves on the 
WILMAPCO Council had any influence on the number of projects in New Castle.

The three projects found in New Castle came out of the 1999 Transportation 
Plan for the City and are not reflective of representation on WILMAPCO's 
council.

 Council wanted to know why the Tyler McConnell bridge funding keeps getting pushed back Since WILMAPCO is not the implementing agency it does not have direct 
control over the funding of projects.  This project has funding for the years 
2012 and 2013 in the FY 08-11 TIP.

Comment from : Safety, Agriculture, Villages, and 
Environment, Inc. (S.A.V.E.)

Thank you for the opportunity to submit a few general comments regarding the TIP and the 
Long Range plan: 1.)     Why not consider a roundabout as the superior improvement option at 
Route 7 & Valley Road?

At this time, no additional improvements are funded for Route 7 and Valley 
Road. Should a project be initiated there, we will suggest that DelDOT look at
all options including a roundabout.

2.)     Please place a much higher priority on implementing passenger rail service from 
Wilmington to Middletown to Dover instead of building a monstrous Route 301 “improvement” 
that will only serve to catalyze sprawl in southern New Castle County and Kent Count and 
Maryland, worsen the intersection at I-95 / Christiana Mall (NO amount of “improvement will 
EVER be able to catch up to the congestion there), and foster a “car-oriented” development 
plan rather than a more pedestrian-oriented plan with the many, many attendant environmental 
and health benefits thereof (including air quality, obesity, watershed quality, farmland 
preservation potential, etc.)

Currently, neither the US 301 implementation or the Middletown rail project 
are funded. However, additional bus service between Middletown and 
Newark via People's Plaza is included in the FY 2008-2011 TIP.

3.)     Because the funding is not on the horizon for Route 301 “improvements,” please consider
bringing in a firm such as Glatting Jackson to take a fresh, blank slate look at the issues 
involved with 301.  The proposed expansion of 301 is a conventional approach that might 
benefit from a firm that is applying new philosophies about transportation and land use 
planning across the country.

A comprehensive look at the transportation needs for Southern New Castle 
County will be examined as part of the Southern New Castle County master 
plan.

The League of Women Voters of New Castle County supports creating and maintaining a 
balanced multimodal transportation system that meets the needs of increasing population.  
Having carefully studied the County’s Comprehensive Plan Update the importance of the 
connection between land use and transportation is evident. The LWV of NCC supports the 
goals of the County’s Update to encourage anticipated growth in areas where infrastructure is 
already in place and to concentrate growth in rural areas so as to maximize the preservation of 
farmland and open space.  This scenario should help to reduce dependence on the automobile 
for mobility.     However, for this goal to be realized transportation’s financial resources cannot 
continue to be so heavily tilted toward making it ever more convenient or necessary to drive 
ones car rather than choose transit.  It’s not enough just to have a multi-modal system; we 
must build a transit system to be equal to the potential demand if we ever expect to improve on 
the congestion and air pollution situation.

A major theme of the RTP is striving toward a balanced multimodal 
transportation system. Thus the revised TIAs match those of the draft NCCo 
Comp Plan to focus infrastructure investment in transit served areas. 
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4.)     In general, please institute a more comprehensive policy and outlook on the use of 
modern roundabouts – they are not simply “traffic calming devices” but actually generally 
superior intersection control devices that improve capacity, congestion, safety (both vehicular 
and pedestrian), air quality, fuel consumption, aesthetics, opportunities for economic 
development and access, and encourage pedestrian-oriented communities.  Sound too good to
be true?  I would be more than happy to provide additional materials or presentations on the 
subject for any interested audiences should you so desire.

WILMAPCO supports the use of roundabouts as a traffic control devise. One 
of our part "Our Town" forums brought in Michael Wallwork, an internationally
known expert on roundabouts. We will continue to work with the DOTs 
through the project planning process to identify appropriate locations for 
roundabouts.

5.)     I applaud the implementation of policies that will focus transportation expenditures in 
designated, smaller, growth zones, and discourage development outside those zones by not 
providing the funding necessary for road improvements and capacity expansion.  
Keep up the great work!

CCOBH Implement additional projects in the Brandywine 100 Sidewalk Plan Several Brandywine 100 sidewalk projects are in the FY 2008-2011 TIP or 
have received Transportation Enhancement funding in FY 2006 or 2007. 

Town of Bellefonte A study is necessary to document need for construction and improvement of pedestrian 
facilities in the town, as suggested in the town's draft comprehensive plan.  Such a study can 
establish an areawide pedestrian infrastructure project for eventual inclusion on the RTP or 
TIP.

WILMAPCO agrees that such a study is warranted in Bellefonte.  We would 
be happy to coordinate and assist in the production of this study in the future, 
with the intention of an areawide pedestrian improvement project in a future 
RTP.

Improvements to the Harvey Road / I-95 interchange are needed We will look into this issue and determine if this project will be included in a 
future aspiration list.

Bellefonte's Planning Commission believes Bellefonte will not increase in population by 2030, 
as suggested by State projections

These projections are determined by the Delaware Population Consortium 
and not WILMAPCO.

Town of Newport Does most of the funding for transportation come from the gas tax? Transportation funding comes from the Transportation Trust Fund (TTF), 
Federal funding and bond proceeds. Roads eligible to receive federal funding 
(about 30% of Delaware roads) typically are completed using 80 percent 
federal funds and 20 percent funds from the TTF and bonds. The TTF is 
comprised of about 32% motor fuel tax revenue, 32% toll revenue, 31% DMV 
fees, and 5% other funding.

Does WILMAPCO push more for roadway expansion and maintenance or public 
transportation?

The WILMAPCO RTP includes a "maintenance first" policy that applies to all 
modes of transportation. This promotes the preservation of existing 
infrastructure prior to expansion of facilities. When additional funds are 
available to expansion, WILMAPCO's prioritization process uses quantitative 
measures to assess projects with the greatest need.

What does the third rail track expansion, from Newark to Wilmington entail?  Will there be 
additional stops, ROW concerns?

Track Improvements between Newark and Wilmington will add a third high 
speed track along a 1.5 mile segment which will increase track capacity and 
allow operation of ten additional SEPTA commuter trains between 
Wilmington and Newark. This new track will be constructed on the roadbed of
a Northeast Corridor track that was removed during the 1970s. Along with the
new track several new high speed crossovers and their associated signals 
and communications, will be added. Currently, the two track constraint 
causes Septa trains to wait until Amtrak trains pass through the area. No new
stations are planned, but additional parking at the Churchmans Crossing and 
relocated Newark Station are in the financially constrained RTP.

How would the SR 141 (Burnside Blvd. to I-95) project impact Newport? The paving project from Jay Drive to Newport will alleviate the deterioration of
concrete associated with the alkaline silica reactivity (ASR) problem in the 
concrete pavement and investigate the need for additional capacity through 
the corridor. The corridor will also be evaluated for safety and operational 
deficiencies. WILMAPCO will recommend that DelDOT coordinate with 
Newport regarding this project.

How does WILMAPCO interact with DelDOT? The Secretary of DelDOT is one of our nine Council members, currently 
represented by the Director of Planning for DelDOT. Council also includes 
the head of DTC, the transit division of DelDOT. Staff from WILMAPCO and 
DelDOT interact on a variety of plans and committees including the Technical
Advisory Committee.

The railroad overpasses in Newport are in poor condition.  Is that DelDOT's responsibility? Typically railroad overpasses are the responsibility of the railroad, however 
maintenance is usually done in coordination with DelDOT.

Thanks for the support. We look forward to working with groups like SAVE as 
these policies are implemented.
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Municipalities do not have sufficient money to maintain their road network We agree that municipal street aid funds have not kept pace with the rapidly 

increasing cost of maintaining the transportation system. As part of the 
"maintenance first" policy, the RTP recommends increasing aid for municipal 
street maintenance. While many local roads do not qualify for federal funding,
increasing use of federal funds for arterials and collectors will free up state 
transportation dollars for local preservation.

Does WILMAPCO have anything to do with increased DelDOT spending on redeveloping 
Wilmington's Riverfront?

WILMAPCO is a partner in the "Wilmington Initiatives" program, which 
coordinates transportation planning and projects in the City. Funds for the 
Riverfront have been included in the TIP and RTP to support economic 
development initiatives.

Claymont Renaissance Development Corporation We must consider the environmental costs of non-impervious surfaces to local sewer systems 
and local municipalities. Has DelDOT considered the funding needed to meet Federal 
regulations on future projects, and the costs to retrofit old roadways?

WILMAPCO will work with DelDOT, DNREC and New Castle County to 
consider these impacts.

The lack of transit projects is depressing, more public transit is needed WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot implement 
operational changes within the transit system. However, WILMAPCO will 
convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with 
DTC towards any warranted service improvements and increased public 
outreach.

Why do we need new development in order to get transit when the demand already exists? The RTP 2030 cites national "Best Practices" that demonstrate how 
increased residential density can also increase transit ridership and raise cost
efficiency.

Why are there no buses from Aberdeen to New Castle where there is no rail? Its silly not to run 
rail service where it is needed and the infrastructure is already in place.

At this time, limited transit connections exist between Aberdeen (Harford 
County, MD), Elkton (Cecil County) and New Castle County, via DART's 
Route 65 and Cecil County Transit Routes serving Perryville and Peoples 
Plaza. WILMAPCO is part of a coordinated regional effort to provide more 
efficient bus connections and to extend rail service between Perryville and 
Newark.

People have a racial bias against taking the bus in New Castle.  We should explore ways to 
improve bus ridership by erasing this bias.

This is an important issue within the WILMAPCO region. We will continue to 
work with DTC to create a transit system that is efficient and attractive to all 
potential users. WILMAPCO will continue to coordinate with DTC's Marketing 
Department to develop programs to attract new riders.

Why is there no carpool or bus to the beach? Bus leaves from Rodney Square on Sundays but 
there is no service to get to Rodney Square.

WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot implement 
operational changes within the transit system. However, WILMAPCO will 
convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with 
DTC towards any warranted service improvements and increased public 
outreach.

People would be encouraged to use transit if employers did not provide free parking WILMAPCO continues to work with DTC, the TMA of DE and Rideshare 
Delaware to encourage employers to offer incentives to employees who ride 
transit.

Is unhappy with the fact that in order to get to the airport you have to go to center city and then 
come back south

WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot alter current 
operations or increase transit service levels. However, WILMAPCO will 
convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with 
DTC towards any warranted service improvements to fill this need.

More livable communities should be built with mixed uses and efficient, accessible transit. WILMAPCO's RTP 2030 contains updated Transportation Investment Areas 
(TIAs) that reflect the need for more compact, mixed-use communities in our 
region. The RTP cites national "Best Practices" that demonstrate how 
increased residential density can also increase transit ridership and raise cost
efficiency.

Claymont Community Coalition Requested more dependable transit WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot implement 
operational changes within the transit system. However, WILMAPCO will 
convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation and work with 
DTC towards any warranted service improvements and increased public 
outreach.

Gas Tax increase will not be popular  with Legislators in Dover. The DMV fee increases could 
happen.

WILMAPCO's RTP 2030 considers national "Best Practices" to increase 
funding for transportation. WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency and 
cannot create new funding sources, but we work closely with DelDOT to 
consider new ideas for sustainable funding.



RTP 2030 Public Comments and Responses
The Philadelphia Pike Project cannot go forward with out a redesign to accommodate the 
wishes of the Claymont Community.

WILMAPCO is committed to work with the Claymont Community and 
DelDOT to create a project that will fulfill the community's vision while safely 
accommodating the existing and future pedestrian and automobile traffic 
volumes.

Cecilton Town The Town is concerned that it has not been part of the BRAC discussions with State and/or 
County officials.  They request that WILMAPCO facilitate the coordination effort related to 
BRAC and bring them to the table.  

Discussions with local governments concerning BRAC impacts have been 
primarily limited to those areas adjacent to the impacted bases. Some 
meetings with Cecil County have been held. BRAC will likely be a major 
discussion topic at the Consolidated Transportation Plan pre-tour and tour 
meetings in the Fall. All local jurisdictions will be invited to these meetings.

The Town has issues with the Route 301 project in Delaware--specifically toll evasion. 

Cecil and Kent County officials are concerned that the US 301/MD 299 Truck 
Weigh Inspection Station (TWIS) may cause truck traffic diversion onto MD 
213 and local roads.  Delaware DOT also intends to construct a TWIS to be 
located on northbound US 301 and intends to fund the dualization of US 301 
by collecting tolls.  This has aggravated local concerns. A US 301 Toll 
Diversion Working Group was formed to review information, provide input, 
suggest ideas, and recommend ways to reduce the diversion of traffic to MD 
213 and other State and local roads that may result from the TWISs and a 
tolled US 301 in Delaware.  SHA’s TWIS facility was advertised 10/26/04 and 
completed Fall 2006.  We implemented recommended mitigation measures 
concurrently with the opening of Maryland’s TWIS and will monitor the 
effectiveness of those measures and adjust accordingly.  These 
recommendations included:  a traffic monitoring program, additional truck 
restrictions where appropriate, measures to control speeds on MD 282, a 
pending virtual weigh station, enhanced truck enforcement, and improved 
inter-jurisdictional communication. 
The Working Group had comparable recommendations for DelDOT’s US 301 
study to reduce traffic impacts to Maryland.  DelDOT’s US 301 upgrade is 
anticipated to be implemented between 2015 and 2020.  The combined 
location/design public hearing was held in January 2007. 

The Town has serious concerns that roadway projects in the aspiration list were developed with
no input from them.  They would like to submit projects to be included in the RTP aspiration list 
before WILMAPCO Council adopts the RTP on March 22.
Below are items the Town would like to add to the Aspiration list: 
Expansion of SR 213
Improve traffic flow
Modifications to expand turn lanes (Example: Rt. 213 and Rt. 282 intersection in Cecilton) or a 
bypass should be considered
Consideration of expanding the entire length of SR 213 along with possibly constructing a new 
overpass at Chesapeake City due to the condition of the existing bridge. 

Delaware City The Town was pleased to see funding in the TIP for bus service by 2012-2013.  However, they 
feel the service should be provided much sooner.

Originally, this project was slated to be in service by 2025.  WILMAPCO will 
continue to advocate that the project is completed as soon as possible and 
that it remain on the TIP until implementation.

A member of Council felt that the Town should receive tax dollars it sends to support DART 
service back, since service is currently not provided.

WILMAPCO does not allocate funding to municipalities.  DART, while not 
currently providing fixed-route service to Delaware City, does provide 
Paratransit services.

How much federal funding do projects receive?  Federal funding varies, project to project.  Some projects have no federal 
funding.  When they are federally funded, typically projects receive 80% 
federal funds.  Certain transit projects have a 50% federal match.

Town of Middletown Is it possible to widen the existing 2-lane portion of US 301 to 4 lanes until the by-pass is 
constructed

The widening of this section would be too costly. This was suggested in the 
US 301 study (Yellow Alterative), however too many properties and sensitive 
land areas would be impacted.

There 2 weigh stations being built on US 301 slated for construction, one in Delaware and one 
in Maryland. Why are they not being built in one location? Isn't this a waste of money?

Due to US 301 being a 4 lane divided highway at the state line, the weigh 
station must be located on both sided of the roadway. Both states are 
working together on the project with Maryland weighing southbound trucks 
and Delaware weighing northbound vehicles. The cost has been split 
between both states to share the cost burden.

The projects suggested by the Town have been included in the RTP's 
Aspiration List.



RTP 2030 Public Comments and Responses
Wilmington Parking Summit There should be better coordination between NCC and DE for selection of projects New Castle County and the State of Delaware have staff representation on 

both WILMAPCO's Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and on the 
WILMAPCO Council. In the Project  Prioritization process, the TAC reviews 
and comments on each project's Technical Score and the Council has the 
final determination on the Project Ranking. The final project ranking is 
reflected in the WILMAPCO TIP and is recommended to DelDOT.

How does DelDOT track the developer-funded projects? Does this private funding add 
incentive and raise the priority of a project?

Developer funding contributions are considered as a criterion in the 
WILMAPCO Project Prioritization process. Currently, DelDOT has 
responsibility to track any private funding of transportation projects.

TMA Delaware WILMAPCO should be working with Chester County to  plan for regional projects. WILMAPCO is a member of the Planning at the Edge roundtable, which is an 
ongoing cooperative effort for MPOs and municipal governments from 
Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Chester County is 
represented on this council by both the Chester County Planning 
Commission and the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission.

DART service is not improving. More money should be spent to provide transit service. WILMAPCO is not an implementing agency, and so cannot implement 
operational changes or resource allocation for the transit system. However, 
WILMAPCO will convey these concerns to the Delaware Transit Corporation 
and work with DTC towards any warranted service improvements and 
increased public outreach.

Bear-Glasgow Council of Civic Assoc.

How will BRAC impact the Bear-Glasgow area? More than 10,000 civilian Defense Department and contractor jobs are slated 
for Aberdeen Proving Ground, (not including indirect or tertiary jobs) by 2011 
resulting in the need for 14,000 additional households.  A survey of relocating
employees found that 11 percent plan to live in Delaware. This should have 
some impact on real estate demand in the Bear-Glasgow area. In terms of 
traffic, this will represent a new commute pattern with a greater number of 
workers traveling south along the I-95 corridor.

How did the transportation funding problem get so bad? Over the past few years, the region has seen an increased demand for 
transportation services, inflated costs for construction, and aging 
infrastructure demanding preservation for which revenues growth has been 
inadequate to fund. In Delaware for instance, the Transportation Trust Fund 
(TTF) grew 31 percent between 1995 and 2005; during this same time, 
transportation operating costs were moved from being funded through the 
general fund to through the TTF. In addition, capital and operating costs 
increased significantly due to the expense of raw materials, fuel and real 
estate. It is expected that without restructuring transportation funding and 
identifying new revenue, we will not be able to fund projects beyond basic 
preservation and operations.

Delaware State Chamber of Commerce I-95 Toll plaza has significant interregional impact and should be number 1 priority. I-95 Toll Plaza is a high WILMAPCO priority. Funding is currently in the 
outyears of the FY 2008-2011 TIP for construction. Because of the higher 
volume of users at the SR 1/I-95 interchange and I-95 north of SR 1, DelDOT 
has elected to complete these project phases first through the TIP.

Between Newark and Wilmington, the financially constrained RTP and TIP 
contains track improvements south of Wilmington, the relocation of the 
Newark Station, and the purchase of four new commuter rail cars. Other 
station improvements include a parking garage/office building at Fairplay 
Station/Churchmans Crossing and ADA improvements and passenger 
amenities in Wilmington. These improvements will allow for increased 
service and align the Newark station for future downstate rail and Maryland 
connections. Downstate Rail and Maryland Rail extensions, however, are 
currently unfunded and on the RTP aspirations list to be considered if 
additional funding becomes available.

What rail service is planned between Newark and Wilmington? What rail service is planned 
elsewhere New Castle County?
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RTP 2030 Public Comment Received

Submitted by Comment Response How submitted
Public Developer fees should cover transportation improvements Workshop comment
Public Public transit not convenient for suburb to suburb trips. Short trips take a long time because 

transit users must travel to Wilmington and transfer. Also, lack of Sunday service a concern
Workshop comment

Jeane White, Newark Opposed to advertising on Bus shelters Public comment in WILMAPCO office; to 
be followed by a letter.

NCC Civic League Comments included: NCC Civic League Discussion
·        Concern raised about lack of funding when toll revenue is so high
·        Plan needs more transit
·        Plan needs to focus on regional routes and highways
·        Light rail should be funded
·        Plan does not meet our needs and should be started over from scratch
·        Plan should include comparison of our region’s congestion and comparisons in other 
areas
·        All development should be stopped
·        All transportation projects should be stopped

Newark Council Greater coordination with growth in Cecil County needed Newark City Council presentation
Municipal street aid is not enough to meet City needs

Townsend Council Would like to know how citizens go about nominating projects for study/construction Townsend Town Council
Town of Elkton Did not support the widening of I-95 from the DE Line to the Susquehanna River Project Town of Elkton Presentation

Would like to investigate the possibility of having a monorail along the I-95 strech, through 
Cecil Co. 

Chesapeake City Planning Commission Would like a stop sign installed at the intersection of 2nd Street and Bohemia Ave. Chesapeake City Planning Commission

Would like technical assistance from WILMAPCO on traffic circulation study in the area of 
Route 213 and Route 285
Would like to see the commuter rail gap between Perryville and Newark closed
Would like to investigate the possibility of direct bus service between Perryville and Newark

NCC Land Use Committee One Councilperson felt that too much money was being spent on bike/ped improvements, 
when very few people use that mode

NCC Land Use Committee

Need to address the traffic relief issue in the Dobbinsville/SR 9 area with the understanding 
that the City of New Castle does not want their streets congested  
A number of projects have been in the “books” for many years.  Would like to see immediate 
concerns, or quick-fixes, addressed while we wait for long-term 
improvements/solutions/funding for an area  
In light of the financial crisis we are faced with, there are a number of intersection 
improvements that could be implemented immediately.  Is someone working on the planning 
to fix immediate needs of the community?
Need a multimodal transportation system in NCC.

Town of Rising Sun Municipalities do not have money to maintain their road network Town of Rising Sun
Would like to get adequate municipal street aid from the State 
A $5 toll is collected in Cecil County and yet locals do not see those dollars spent on their 
community roadways

Wilmington Renaissance Corporation Does not agree with Demographic Projections for City of Wilmington. Wilmington Renaissance Transportation 
& Design Committee discussion

Feels that as Wilmington is a Center on the TIA Map, there should be more funded projects on 
the Constrained List.

Wilmington Public Works & Transportation Committee Does not agree with Demographic Projections for City of Wilmington. Wilmington City Council Public Works & 
Transportation Committee discussion

Supports re-investment of resources into Centers and Core of TIA. Would like to see more 
transit investment in City; need to reduce peak-hour congestion on streets. Current level of 
transit service (trip frequency and service span) are insufficient, which results in under-utilized 
Park & Rides and half-empty buses.

Town of North East Would like schedual and traffic management plan for the Delaware I-95 widening project Town of North East
New Castle City Council and Planning Committees Disappointed by the amount of proposed projects in the City; felt they did not get their fair 

share of the transportation funding 
New Castle City Council and Planning 
Committees

The City has been promised that improvements will be forthcoming for a long time; projects 
are pushed back again and again
While improvements in other communities such as in Hockessin have been implemented 
those in the City have not been 
Would recommend changing signal timing on SR 41/SR 273
City council members are unable to get traffic counts from DelDOT
There were a number of meetings with DelDOT regarding the SR 9 improvements and the 
community agreed on a concept plan for implementation.  However, the City has not heard 
from DelDOT in a while and has become frustrated by lack of progress.
Members wondered why the majority of the projects in the area had 100% state funding. They 
would like to explore the possibility of FHWA funding with state matches for those projects.

Odessa Town Council Council expressed inconsistancy with the maintenance first policy of the Plan while new 
expansion projects were being funded elsewhere (such as Bayberry).  Because of this, they 
wondered how much sway WILMAPCO really has on DelDOT's process. 

Odessa Council Meeting Presentation

Specifically, Council was not pleased that the "U.S. 13, Odessa Transportation Plan" project 
still has no funding.  They said the project had funding in the past, but that DelDOT removed it 
for undisclosed reasons. 
How much weight do WILMAPCO plans really have?
What happened to $1,000,000 in funding for Rt. 13 improvements?

Perryville Town The parking lot at the Perryville Train Station is over flowing.  Limited parking space is causing 
a problem for the town police where they continuously enforcing parking in the Town’s streets.

Perryville Town

Members support closing the commuter rail gap between Perryville and Wilmington; however, 
they felt that addressing the immediate parking problem should be a priority in the short term.

The Town would like to get help from WILMAPCO and the State on the parking problem at the 
train station.
A bill has been introduced in the Maryland legislation that would make Maryland adopt similar 
air quality standards as California by 2011.  The Town supports this legislation and 
encourages WILMAPCO to do the same as it implements the RTP goals and objectives.

Members support moving the toll booth closer to the Delaware State line.  They also support 
consolidating the tolls between Maryland and Delaware and sharing the revenue.
Members were disappointed not to see construction funding for the long term improvements to 
the Hatem Bridge in the constrained RTP.  As for the short term bridge improvements, 
members were unhappy to learn that these improvements have also been delayed. 
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7-40 Alliance Member sees DART buses traveling along US 40 half full, or less than that. Can DART use 
smaller buses? What can be done to get more people onto the buses?

7-40 Alliance Meeting

There are very few Park & Rides along the US 40 corridor.
Why isn't there a transit service between Delaware and Philadelphia International Airport? The 
SEPTA R2 takes you past the airport to Downtown, where you have to transfer to the R1 to 
get to the airport. Could there be a bus service put in place?
We need SEPTA service south of Wilmington on Saturdays and Sundays. Night service 
should also be in place.
DelDOT/DTC should explore a rail service to the Delaware Beaches from New Castle County.

There are no TIP projects for the western part of the US 40 corridor. This is the fastest 
growing part of the area, in Maryland and Delaware, and these projects need to be funded.

Will WILMAPCO respond to everyone who submits a comment about the RTP or TIP?
How much weight do WILMAPCO plans really have? How does WILMAPCO convey the 
public's priorities to DelDOT and the State Legislators, and what will make them listen?

League of Women Voters of New Castle County via- email 3/7/07 by Jane Dilley, Chair, 
Land Use/Transportation Committee 

The League of Women Voters of New Castle County supports creating and maintaining a 
balanced multimodal transportation system that meets the needs of increasing population.  
Having carefully studied the County’s Comprehensive Plan Update the importance of the 
connection between land use and transportation is evident. The LWV of NCC supports the 
goals of the County’s Update to encourage anticipated growth in areas where infrastructure is 
already in place and to concentrate growth in rural areas so as to maximize the preservation of 
farmland and open space.  This scenario should help to reduce dependence on the 
automobile for mobility.     However, for this goal to be realized transportation’s financial 
resources cannot continue to be so heavily tilted toward making it ever more convenient or 
necessary to drive ones car rather than choose transit.  It’s not enough just to have a multi-
modal system; we must build a transit system to be equal to the potential demand if we ever 
expect to improve on the congestion and air pollution situation.

WILMAPCO’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) presents laudable goals for Efficient 
Transport of  People.  The rationale supporting the action steps is clearly set forth.  Why, then 
do we continue to see in the TIP the huge imbalance of resources gong to facilitate 
automobile travel?  The League of Women Voters urges that the TIP stop nibbling at the 
problem and take the difficult steps to reallocate resources in order to do what is needed to 
make this county truly multi-modal.

Town of Elsmere The council had a question about how the WILMAPCO council members are selected and the 
length of their term.  

Elsmere Town Council Meeting

Council raised some concerns about the deterioration of local roads (2nd and Forest Ave) and 
their lack of funding to fix them
Council asked why the City of New Castle had three projects on the RTP Constrained list, 
while Elsmere only had one.  They asked if the fact that New Castle's mayor serves on the 
WILMAPCO Council had any influnce on the number of projects in New Castle.
 Council wanted to know why the Tyler McConnell bridge funding keeps getting pushed back

Comment from : Safety, Agriculture, Villages, and 
Environment, Inc. (S.A.V.E.)

Thank you for the opportunity to submit a few general comments regarding the TIP and the 
Long Range plan: 1.)     Why not consider a roundabout as the superior improvement option at 
Route 7 & Valley Road?

via email from: Dee Durham, Executive 
Director

2.)     Please place a much higher priority on implementing passenger rail service from 
Wilmington to Middletown to Dover instead of building a monstrous Route 301 “improvement” 
that will only serve to catalyze sprawl in southern New Castle County and Kent Count and 
Maryland, worsen the intersection at I-95 / Christiana Mall (NO amount of “improvement will 
EVER be able to catch up to the congestion there), and foster a “car-oriented” development 
plan rather than a more pedestrian-oriented plan with the many, many attendant 
environmental and health benefits thereof (including air quality, obesity, watershed quality, 
f l d ti t ti l t )3.)     Because the funding is not on the horizon for Route 301 “improvements,” please 
consider bringing in a firm such as Glatting Jackson to take a fresh, blank slate look at the 
issues involved with 301.  The proposed expansion of 301 is a conventional approach that 
might benefit from a firm that is applying new philosophies about transportation and land use 
planning across the country.
4.)     In general, please institute a more comprehensive policy and outlook on the use of 
modern roundabouts – they are not simply “traffic calming devices” but actually generally 
superior intersection control devices that improve capacity, congestion, safety (both vehicular 
and pedestrian), air quality, fuel consumption, aesthetics, opportunities for economic 
development and access, and encourage pedestrian-oriented communities.  Sound too good 
to be true?  I would be more than happy to provide additional materials or presentations on the 
subject for any interested audiences should you so desire.
5.)     I applaud the implementation of policies that will focus transportation expenditures in 
designated, smaller, growth zones, and discourage development outside those zones by not 
providing the funding necessary for road improvements and capacity expansion.  
Keep up the great work!

CCOBH Implement additional projects in the Brandywine 100 Sidewalk Plan Comments during presentation to 
Executive Meeting 

Town of Bellefonte A study is necessary to document need for construction and improvement of pedstrian 
facilities in the town, as suggested in the town's draft comprehensive plan.  Such a study can 
establish an areawide pedestrian infrastructure project for eventual inclusion on the RTP or 
TIP.

Comment made during question and 
answer session after presentation.

Improvements to the Harvey Road / I-95 interchange are needed
Bellefonte's Planning Commission believes Bellefonte will not increase in population by 2030, 
as suggested by State projections

Town of Newport Does most of the funding for transportation come from the gas tax? Comments from Newport Council
Does WILMAPCO push more for roadway expansion and maintaince or public transportation?

What does the third rail track expansion, from Newark to Wilmington entail?  Will there be 
additional stops, ROW concerns?
How would the SR 141 (Burnside Blvd. to I-95) project impact Newport?
How does WILMAPCO interact with DelDOT?
The railroad overpasses in Newport are in poor condition.  Is that DelDOT's responsibility?

Municipalities do not have sufficient money to maintain their road network
Does WILMAPCO have anything to do with increased DelDOT spending on redeveloping 
Wilmington's Riverfront?

Claymont Renaissance Development Corporation We must consider the environmental costs of non-impervious surfaces to local sewer systems 
and local municipalities. Has DelDOT considered the funding needed to meet Federal 
regulations on future projects, and the costs to retofit old roadways?

CRDC Board member

The lack of transit projects is depressing, more public transit is needed public
Why do we need new development in order to get transit when the demand already exists?

Why are there no buses from Aberdeen to New Castle where there is no rail? public
Its silly not to run rail service where it is needed and the infrastructure is already in place.

People have a racial bias against taking the bus in New Castle.  We should explore ways to 
improve bus ridership by erasing this bias.

CRDC Board member
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Why is there no carpool or bus to the beach? Bus leaves from Rodney Square on Sundays but 
there is no service to get to Rodney Square.

CRDC Board member

People would be encouraged to use transit if employers did not provide free parking public
Is unhappy with the fact that in order to get to the airport you have to go to center city and then 
come back south

public

More liveable communities shuld be built with mixed uses and efficient, accessible transit. CRDC Board member

Claymont Community Coalition Requested more dependable transit
Gas Tax increase will not be popular  with Legislators in Dover. The DMV fee increases could 
happen.
The Philadelphia Pike Project cannot go forward with out a redesign to accommodate the 
wishes of the Claymont Community.

Cecilton Town The Town is concerned that it has not been part of the BRAC discussions with State and/or 
County officials.  They request that WILMAPCO facilitate the coordination effort related to 
BRAC and bring them to the table.  

Cecilton Town

The Town has serious concerns that roadway projects in the aspiration list were developed 
with no input from them.  They would like to submit projects to be included in the RTP 
aspiration list before WILMAPCO Council adopts the RTP on March 22.
The Town has issues with the Route 301 project in Delaware--specifically toll evasion. 
Below are items the Town would like to add to the Aspiration list: 
Expansion of SR 213
Improve traffic flow
Modifications to expand turn lanes (Example: Rt. 213 and Rt. 282 intersection in Cecilton) or a 
bypass should be considered
Consideration of expanding the entire length of SR 213 along with possibly constructing a new 
overpass at Chesapeake City due to the condition of the existing bridge. 

Delaware City The Town was pleased to see funding in the TIP for bus service by 2012-2013.  However, they 
feel the service should be provided much sooner.

Comments from Delaware City Council 
and Residents

A member of Council felt that the Town should receive tax dollars it sends to support DART 
service back, since service is currently not provided.
How much federal funding do projects receive?  

Town of Middletown Is it possible to widen the existing 2-lane portion of US 301 to 4 lanes until the by-pass is 
constructed
There 2 weigh stations being built on US 301 slated for construction, one in Delaware and one 
in Maryland. Why are they not being built in one location? Isn't this a waste of money?

Wilmington Parking Summit There should be better coordination between NCC and DE for selection of projects public

How does DelDOT track the developer-funded projects? Does this private funding add 
incentive and raise the priority of a project?

public

TMA Delaware WILMAPCO should be working with Chester County to  plan for regional projects. TMA Board member
DART service is not improving. More money should be spent to provide transit service.

Bear-Glasgow Council of Civic Assoc. What rail service is planned between Newark and Wilmington? Comments from Civic Association 
meeting

What rail service is planned elsewhere New Castle County?
How will BRAC impact the Bear-Glasgow area?
How did the transportation funding problem get so bad?
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